APPENDIXES

1. Prefixes

1) Prefix be-
   - behold, beheld, besought, beseech, beware, betrays.

2) Prefix im-
   - impossible.

3) Prefix re-
   - repay, remove.

4) Prefix un-
   - unloose, unclean, undone, unbelieves, unjust, unawares.

2. Suffixes

1) Suffix –able
   - acceptable, tolerable.

2) Suffix –age
   - marriage.

3) Suffix –dom
   - kingdom, wisdom.

4) Suffix -ed (past participle)
   - appeared, appareled, accomplished, accused, affirmed, affrighted, answered, astonished, amazed, asked, appointed, arrayed, abased, added, adorned, accepted, arrived, anointed, advantaged, bruised, brokenhearted, believed, beckoned, blessed, begged, blindfolded, baptized, buried, carried, crooked, called, ceased, conceived, closed, clothed, cleansed,
cried, crucified, charged, commanded, commended, compassed, covenanted, consented, converted, continued, condemned, communed, choked, cured, cumbered, comforted, committed, accomplished, climbed, danced, departed, delivered, destroyed, despised, derided, divided, died, digged, demanded, demned, devoured, denied, declared, excused, entered, expounded, espoused, esteemed, exalted, ended, filled, favoured, fattened, fared, followed, fastened, fulfilled, founded, furnished, feared, glorified, gathered, gained, girdered, garnished, hanged, hated, healed, hungered, hallowed, hindered, hired, instructed, indebted, increased, inclosed, judged, journeyed, joined, justified, kindred, kissed, kneeled, killed, kindled, looked, loosed, lodged, leavened, leaped, lifted, livered, lighted, licked, launched, lamented, laughed, maimed, married, marveled, mused, murmured, measured, ministered, mourned, mocked, mingled, named, noised, numbered, opened, owned, offended, overshadowed, overcharged, passed, perfected, prepared, persuaded, performed, perceived, pleased, planted, praised, prayed, prophesied, pressed, prevailed, promised, pondered, preached, proceeded, proclaimed, preserved, plucked, possessed, perplexed, perished, regarded, rejoiced, raised, reasoned, reckoned, reproved, resolved, rebuked, received, rejected, repented, revealed, released, rolled, required, seemed, saluted, sounded, showed, seasoned, spilled, spitted, scattered, saved, served, supposed, stayed, stanched, sucked, sinned, suffered, stripped, stretched, tempted, terrified, troubled,
talked, tarried, taxed, toiled, tormented, turned, trusted, transgressed, touched, thronged, visited, vexed, velled, waited, waxed, wrapped, wondered, worshiped, warned, withered, watched, washed, wasted, wounded, wicked.

5) Suffix -en (past perfect)
taken, barren, stricken, seen, written, lighten, given, forgiven, risen, shaken, bidden, driven, maiden, chosen, spoken, forgotten, drunken, beaten, liken, eaten, fallen, trodden, strengthen, brethren, smitten.

6) Suffix –er (degree comparison)
mightier, wiser, easier, greater, higher, younger, hither, fetter.

7) Suffix -est (degree comparison)
mightier, wiser, easier, greater, higher, younger, hither, fetter.
mightiest, highest, harvest, greatest, , lowest.

8) Suffix –eth
answereth, cometh, agreeth, putteth, saith, maketh, taketh, desireth, asketh, serveth, stirreth.

9) Suffix –ful
sinful, lawful, merciful, needful, careful, faithful, doubtful, sorrowful, fearful watchful.

10) Suffix -ing (present participle)
beginning, being, having, understanding, walking, according, praying, answering, asking, standing, saying, tiding, seeing, writing, showing, taxing, swaddling, abiding, keeping, lying, praising, concerning, looking,
glorifying, circumcising, waiting, coming, rising, fasting, supposing, seeking, sitting, hearing, sorrowing, crying, preaching, taking, recovering, saving, passing, setting, rebuking, washing, speaking, cleansing, tilling, teaching, rubbing, hoping, returning, running, calling, drinking, eating, weeping, desiring, raging, feeding, dying, trembling, falling, knowing, healing, belonging, glistering, bruising, reasoning, perceiving, casting, notwithstanding, lighting, willing, leaving, pouring, serving, tempting, ravening, greeting, entering, laying, burning, wedding, teaching, watering, journeying, weeping, gnashing, following, plowing, intending, rejoicing, giving, everlasting, grinding, begging, trading, reaping, ascending, loosing, roaring, failing, bearing, judging, strengthening, sleeping, perverting, forbidding, touching, exceeding, bringing, shining, stooping, wondering, blessing.

11) Suffix –ion
declaration, ministration, salutation, generation, imagination, purification, consolation, salvation, redemption, expectation, exhortation, temptation, accusation, centurion, compassion, perfection, desolation, division, indignation, resurrection, abomination, observation, visitation, superscription, damnation, commotion, persecution, jurisdiction, sedition, condemnation, preparation, ascension, vision.

12) Suffix –ity
virginity, authority, importunity, infirmity, perplexity.

13) Suffix –less
blameless, speechless, nevertheless, faithless, childless.

14) Suffix –ly
surely, highly, immediately, heavenly, falsely, bodily, thoroughly, verily, vehemently, despitefully, clearly, frankly, rightly, violently, gladly, privately, hardly, straitly, truly, stedfastly, wisely, goodly, plentifully, quickly, justly, speedily, spitefully, shamefully, sumptuously, earnestly, confidently, bitterly, blasphemously, continually.

15) Suffix –ness
gladness, holiness, righteousness, darkness, wilderness, witness, madness, covetousness, craftiness, drunkenness.

16) Suffix –or
governor, creditor, debtor, counselor.

17) Suffix –ous
righteous, glorious.

18) Suffix –s (noun plurals)
things, ministers, days, ordinances, years, hearts, fathers, words, months, ears, seats, signs, prophets, enemies, sins, deserts, clothes, ways, shepherds, angels, vipers, turtledoves, pigeons, fruits, parents, arms, eyes, thoughts, questions, answers, stones, trees, coats, publicans, soldiers, evils, barns, captives, windows, lepers, spirits, divers, hands, diseases, devils, ships, nets, sisters, partners, knees, fishes, sons, multitudes, rooms, infirmities, doctors, scribes, disciples, sinners, prayers, bottles, fields, goods, thorns, figs, grapes, friends, plagues, messengers, lawyers, tears,
hairs, fowls, mysteries, parables, riches, pleasures, chains, bands, towns, 
victuals, loaves, fragments, baskets, tabernacles, foxes, holes, birds, nests, 
laboures, lilies, wolves, streets, ashes, serpents, scorpions, names, wounds, 
gifts, spoils, fools, herbs, hypocrites, burdens, fingers, deeds, sepulchers, 
alms, apostles, bags, sparrows, synagogues, loins, magistrates, powers, 
ravens, menservants, curves, maidens, stripes, cities, sacrifices, wings, 
adversaries, villages, workers, lanes, neighbors, highways, wedges, 
persons, conditions, pieces, shoulders, husks, servants, houses, habitations, 
dogs, masters, sores, crumbs, torments, offences, ones, voices, priests, 
wives, eagles, extortions, adulterers, possess, infants, gentiles, citizens, 
owners, feasts, places, famines, sights, rules, adversaries, kinsfolks, souls, 
mountains, benefactors, thrones, tribes, swords, drops, staves, wombs, 
hills, malefactors, lots, spices, faces, furlongs, scriptures, psalms, thieves.

19) Suffix -s (present)
sees, staves, lives, works, possess, distress, waves, seeks, rulers, 
commends, buries, avenges, agrees, cares.

20) Suffix –th
doth, faith, ninth, forth.